
                                                                                                                                                                       
 

SankalpTaru partnered with 5th IHW Summit & Awards 

SankalpTaru partnered with 5th IHW Summit & Awards as a Green Earth Partner. The India Health & Wellness 
Summit and Awards is a forum that brings together decision-makers, community leaders, innovators, and 
influencers from the government, industry, the non-profit sector, and all other stakeholders to address the 
opportunities for and challenges to the improvement of health-based outcomes in India. The summit works as 
a catalyst, as it conceives of and deliberates upon possible answers to the growing challenges faced by the 
billion-plus population of our country in leading a healthy life. As a Green Earth Partner, we were extremely 
delighted to enlighten and mobilize India for a healthy, green and clean living. 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

Our trees in Karnataka are growing with healthy survival rate – ICICI Bank Wealth Mgt. 

During the year 2017, SankalpTaru and ICICI Bank Wealth Management together embarked on a green mission 
of bringing delight to the lives of poor rural farmers in the state of Karnataka by supporting them with fruit 
bearing trees. Under the initiative, several progressive and marginal farmers associated with us to cultivate their 
lands extensively with healthy plants to earn a good produce. Therefore, through their sheer dedication and 
regular nurturing of the orchards, the trees have started blooming healthily and are ready to bear the fruits of 
success.  
 

 
 

 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

Plantation with kids is always an experiencing one 
 
Aiming towards developing green surroundings in and around Delhi NCR along with enlightening students about 
the importance of trees, we carried out an enthusiastic tree plantation drive at Government Senior Secondary 
School in Manesar, Delhi NCR. It was truly rejoicing to witness intense energy by the school students while 
planting trees with a pledge of bringing green delight to their vicinity. As these kids and their school authority 
would regularly foster all the saplings to healthy growing trees, our mission of reducing Delhi’s pollution levels 
would be surely achieved. Certainly, getting our hands muddy on ground with young kids is always a refreshing 
and joyful experience as we could mobilize our future environmentalists about preserving green and adapting 
eco-friendly living.  
 

 
 

 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

Let Them Live: Plantation drives in Mumbai & Chennai – SQS Group  
 
SQS Group and SankalpTaru Foundation together initiated a vigorous city based plantation program with a 
commitment of letting the green live and flourish. Under this initiative, the teams planted huge number of trees 
in the cities of Mumbai and Chennai with an active participation of the SQS employees. The plantation drive had 
a sole purpose of igniting a spark of environment conservation within SQS team and reducing their carbon 
footprints by involving them in the mission. Thus, as our trees would grow with a healthy survival rate, the 
contribution towards making India greener, healthier and happier would be achieved fruitfully.  
 

 
 

 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

 
 
   
Rejoicing Aravallis with greenery – NTT Data  

 
SankalpTaru team is rocking The Aravallis Range in Manesar, Delhi NCR with back to back enthusiastic plantation 
drives on this rocky land. With an energetic involvement from the team of NTT Data, we planted healthy green 
saplings on this harsh and barren patch to transform it into a lush woodland. Our mission is to continue planting 
extensively on Aravallis to rejoice it with a wave of greenery, which would eventually strengthen its groundwater 
levels, while securing the eco sensitive region through healthy trees.  

 

 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

 
   
 
 
Project Sabujoday: An aim to strengthen Maharashtra’s agriculture – TechnipFMC   
 
Supporting rural farmers is not just what we do, but cheering them up with freshness of their fruiting orchards 
is our mission. With the same thrill, TechnipFMC and SankalpTaru Foundation together initiated Project 
Sabujoday to support rural farmers in Buldhana and Satara districts of Maharashtra with healthy trees. The 
project has undergone a total plantation of 12,500 trees of varied fruit-bearing plant species to create a self-
enthusiastic and self-sustainable model for the farmer communities of the respective districts. The saplings were 
planted under close monitoring and supervision of SankalpTaru project coordinator, who would further work 
with the associated farmer beneficiaries to ensure high survival rate of the plants as a post plantation activity. 
Ahead in time, as the plants will start bearing fruits, they would act as an asset for generating better income 
and sustainable living for the associated farmers in long run, while also enhancing water table levels and soil 
fertility of the semi-arid regions.  
 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

 
 
 

 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

 
 
 

 
   
 
   
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

Beneficiary of the month 
 
Truly said, trees aren’t your or ours, rather of the entire community being benefitted by them. SankalpTaru 
rooted healthy plants in the vicinity of Aspen Garden Society in Bangalore where residents enthusiastically took 
the charge of nurturing all the saplings to blooming trees. With a thrill of reducing their carbon footprints by 
increasing green cover over Bangalore city, these residents never miss on a chance to water their plants or 
affectionately pamper them each day. Thus, their immense love for Mother Nature is successfully helping them 
in developing a green and secured vicinity for a healthy living. They are indeed a motivation to all. 
 
 

 
 


